Recent Photos with Narrative ( Friday 29 November 2019) – by Phillip Plato MRICS
Throughout this week (commencing Mon. 25 November) there has been persistent & sometimes heavy rain but, on this morning, (Friday 29 November),
following a frost, the weather was sunny and bright. The temperature was initially very cold but by the time of these photographs, from 11.10 am, the
temperature was circa 8 degrees C. By 11.10 am, the ground had again turned muddy as the sun was out and the frost had thawed. Between the times of
11.10 am & 11.40 am, I observed four people on the land (all except one, with dogs); two were on unadopted footpaths and two stayed on the formal
paths, with a fifth person entering the land just as I concluded these observations. Ground conditions were now very soft and unpleasant to walk on.
These photographs with narrative show those people seen within a thirty-minute period on Friday 29 November between the times stated. Additional
photographs herein also illustrate the numerous footprints in the mud upon unadopted paths.

Figure 2 Person walking with dog on adopted footpath
1 - Woman sitting in corner of field (bird watching?) with restored desire line/unadopted
footpath in foreground.

Figure 2 1

3 - Woman with dogs walking on unadopted footpath

4 - Shows woman from previous pic # 3 moving onto adopted footpath. Another man
(with dog) can be seen on adopted path leaving the land.

5 – Shows desire line / informal footpath that runs South off adopted footpath
towards houses fronting Lye Green Road with numerous footprints in both
directions

6 – Shows desire line / informal footpath near southern end of Deer Park Walk
looking west with numerous foot prints on track

7 & 8 – Numerous footprints on unadopted footpaths

